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QUESTION 1

An engineer the UCS Fabric interconnects for network connectivity to the data center LAN and SAN. 

Which two ports types need to be configured to allow traffic to Bow properly? (Choose two) 

A. Ethernet uplink 

B. server uplink 

C. appliance 

D. Fibre Channel uplink 

E. Fibre Channel storage 

Correct Answer: AD 

Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnects provide these port types: 

Server Ports--Server Ports handle data traffic between the Fabric Interconnect and the adapter cards on the servers. 

You can only configure Server Ports on the fixed port module. Expansion modules do not support Server Ports. 

Uplink Ethernet Ports--Uplink Ethernet Ports connect to external LAN Switches. Network bound Ethernet traffic is pinned
to one of these ports. 

You can configure Uplink Ethernet Ports on either the fixed module or an expansion module. Uplink Fibre Channel
Ports--Uplink Fibre Channel Ports connect to external SAN Switches. Network bound Fibre Channel traffic is pinned to
one of 

these ports. 

Reference: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/servers-unified-computing/ucs-6120xp-20- port-fabric-
interconnect/110267-ucs-uplink-ethernet-connection.html 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the primary benefit of Cisco Global Load Balancing Solution? 

A. implements business continuity and disaster recovery by optimizing the DNS infrastructure 

B. encrypts data communication 

C. accelerates content delivery through a designated content cache engine 

D. adds resiliency to the core layer of a data center 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3



Which profile is defined by multiple tiers of applications and the policies that determine the communication between
those applications? 

A. application consistency profile 

B. application tiering profile 

C. application network profile 

D. application performance profile 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

In a virtualized network, what are two functionalities of the Cisco Virtual Ethernet Module? (Choose two.) 

A. provides a CLI for the Cisco Nexus 1000V Series switch 

B. controls multiple switches as a single network device 

C. replaces VMware virtual switches 

D. provides each virtual machine with dedicated switch ports 

E. provides the network control plane 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option describes the STP requirements for Cisco Fabric Path? 

A. MST must be configured an every Cisco Fabric Path VLAN. 

B. STP is required only to resolve border link failures 

C. RPVST must be configured on every Cisco Fabric Path VLAN 

D. STP is not required on Cisco Fabric Path interfaces. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A UCS administrator has been tasked with creating a new server profile. 

Which two pools can be used to assign Layer 2 interface information? (Choose two) 

A. Server 



B. Mac Address 

C. IP address 

D. UUD 

E. WWN 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which description of the purpose of an API is true? 

A. provides a secure platform to authenticate internal users 

B. assists developers to understand the underlying code of an application 

C. exposes parts of an application to be consumed or interacted with by another application 

D. provides a software framework for developers to build applications 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two types of pons can you configure when the port mode of the unified port on a fabric interconnect is set to
Ethernet? (Choose two.) 

A. Fibre Channel storage 

B. appliance u server 

C. FEX 

D. Fibre Channel monitoring 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What is a key benefit of using Cisco UCS C-Series servers instead of Cisco UCS B-Series servers? 

A. Cisco UCS C-Series servers provide more filexible disk and add-on card options. 

B. Cisco UCS C-Series servers provide better processor efficiency. 

C. Cisco UCS C-Series servers reduce wiring complexity. 



D. Cisco UCS C-Series servers are rack-mountable servers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two actions do you perform when connecting a FEX to a parent switch? (Choose two.) 

A. Assign a chassis ID to the FEX. 

B. Configure a vPC between the parent switch and the FEX. 

C. Preconfigure the FEX. 

D. Add the serial number of the FEX to the parent switch. 

E. Associate the FEX to the connected interface. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 11

Drag and drop the descriptions from the left onto the correct operational planes on the right. 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 12

What are two features of a Cisco Nexus 2232TM Fabric Extender? (Choose two ) 

A. 10 Gigabit uplinks 

B. RJ45 host interfaces 

C. unified ports 

D. 4 uplink ports 

E. side-to-back airflow 

Correct Answer: AB 
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